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Barnaby Frog he lived in a barn
Which is why he was called Barnaby
He lived with a pig
A horse and six chickens
Barnaby loved it
Even with all the clucking
Barnaby Frog could jump very high
He could jump over the pump
That stood in the yard
He could jump twice as high
For a nice juicy fly
And almost took flight
If the cow tried to lick him
Barnaby Frog
Could sing like a charm
Well more like a frog
I really suppose
But he was the loudest of frogs
That ever there was
It would frighten even
The bravest of dogs
Barnaby Frog
Was an odd sort of chap
Quite strange for a frog
He hated the rain
He would not go near
The pond or the lake
Too frightened to tell
He had not learnt to swim
On Barnaby Frog
It started to rain
He looked for a place
To hide once again
The rain became heavy
He had to get dry
But Barnaby hid
In a rainwater spout
With a gurgle and splutter
The water came down
Washed Barnaby Frog
Almost clean out of town
In tumbling water
He was pushed all around
In the big farmers pond
He was finally found
Feeling like lead
Through the water he fell
He sat on the bottom
Alone and not well
He knew this was it
The end was at hand
Where Barnaby frog
Was sure to be drowned
Sitting dejected
A miserable fellow
When there on the surface
He spotted a fly
Not stopping to think
He leaped for the meal
He gobbled it up
With relish and zeal
Somewhere he floated
Around in the pond
He could not go up
He could not go down
All he could do
Was kick out his legs
But Barnaby found
He was swimming around
He swam past a toad
Said how do you do
Swam past a fish
Said hi little fish,
Found an old frog
Ask why am I not dead
He said you are doing
What every frog does
Barnaby sat
In the Lilly pad group
Dozens of frogs
Sat singing at dusk
Barnaby Frog
Was happy as pie
Raindrops were falling
Down from the sky
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